t c load data for contender pistol only page 1 - taken from page 169 the complete reloading manual for the t c contender please note the following loads are for the t c contender pistol only use the below information at your own risk this information is provided for informational purposes only this is published load data circa 1991, reloading data 357 maximum t c contender 10 inch barrel - 357 maximum t c contender 10 inch barrel reloading data with 9 loads using bullets from lyman 358156 lyman 358429 speer fnj sierra fnj hornady spire point lyman 358627 lyman 358318 powders include winchester hodgdon, 357 maximum speer reloading manual 14 load data - 357 maximum speer reloading manual 14 reloading data with 74 loads using bullets from speer ucs p gdhp or tmj fn uchp speer tmj fn or uchp speer mag gdsp or 180 gr fnsp speer mag match tmj sil speer fn sp powders include hodgdon winchester vihtavuori alliant imr accurate, reloading 358 winchester 358 winchester history uses - the 358 winchester still a major contender written by norman gray technical expertise by bob shell a well used and well loved Browning BLR lever action rifle in 358 winchester, thompson center g2 contender pistols cabelas - thompson center single shot g2 contender pistol is one of the most versatile hunting and target competition handguns include hodgdon winchester vihtavuori alliant imr accurate, reloading 22 hornet with lil gun powder shooters forum - i recently added a 22 hornet barrel to my tc contender barrel collection started reloading for it first reloads were with several bullets and h110 powder with ok results, reloading the 45 colt page reloadammo com - return to previous page reloading the 45 colt wc wadcutter swc semi wadcutter hp hollow point rn round nose fmc full metal case fmj full metal jacket jhp jacketed hollow point and if gc indicated means gas check at bottom of lead bullet, tc contender 45 70 pressure and loads shooters forum - i have a new tc contender 45 70 i shot some of my reloads that are in the trapdoor load range through it a btb lfn 405 gr over a good dose of 3031 the recoil was more than a little snappy more like brisk and exhilarating to say the least in my marlin 1895 the same load is pretty snappy, varmint al s favorite links page - varmint al s favorite links many links for hunting shooting and reloading, varmint al s handloading reloading page - some finer points on handloading reloading nit picking and improving accuracy by careful case preparation case preparation a few years ago you could shrink your groups 1 4 by just subscribing to precision shooting magazine in those days there were good articles on precision reloading in each issue, reloading and shooting supplies mid south shooters supply - to our customers proudly serving our customers for over 40 years mid south shooters can supply you with your pistol and rifle ammunition as well as all of your shooting and reloading supplies, 22 hornet loads ruger forum - 22 hornet loads this is a discussion on 22 hornet loads within the reloading forums part of the firearm forum category i m getting ready to start loading for m6 scout 22 hornet but i m a little lost i bought cheap 22h ammo to start my brass collection, heavy load for 77 357 ruger forum - heavy load for 77 357 this is a discussion on heavy load for 77 357 within the reloading forums part of the firearm forum category hi guys been a while since i ve been on here sold my super redhawk bought a new ruger 77 357 getting threaded barrel now so i m, rossi interarms src 1892 357 magnum lnib rare lever - the seller of this item assumes all responsibility for this listing you must contact the seller to resolve any questions or concerns before placing a bid, single shot guns cast boolits - if this is your first visit be sure to check out the faq by clicking the link above you may have to register before you can post click the register link above to proceed to start viewing messages select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below, light loads can explode page reloadammo com - return to previous page danger light loads in big cases can blow up there has been much said about a chance of a gun blowing up with very light loads usually of fast burning powders in big cases, 5 unappreciated rifle cartridges rifle shooter - the 30 t c l is a terrific little cartridge comparable to the 308 c and 06 r but in a much smaller lower recoiling package alas even namesake thompson center has apparently abandoned it, loading the 45 colt for rifles chuckhawks com - by dave thornblom illustration courtesy of hornady mfg co although mr john linebaugh is partial to ww 296 and h 110 for upscale loads in the 45 colt revolvers i think a somewhat slower burning powder that has a wider workable pressure range would be more accurate and would produce better results in rifle length barrels, who does a nice trigger job on the tc encore 24hourcampfire - i dont know a few weeks ago he mike had me talked in to buying a unchambered barrel from mgm he was going to chamber it for me to 280 ai charge was 100 for chambering and 50 admin fee, p handgun ammunition 38 special 9x19mm 38 super and - by chuck hawks p is an official saami designation for
ammunition loaded to higher than normal maximum average pressure map and thus higher than normal velocity, 7 best handguns for women 2019 ultimate guide pew pew - a relatively new contender on the block the p320 599 is sig s answer to glock as another striker fired polymer pistol plus it was recently chosen as the handgun for the us army the p320 has a number of additional features that can be appealing to women shooters though, ruger lcrx revolver 22 mag for sale gunsamerica - brand new ruger lcrx revolver 22 mag this item has a 1 78 barrel and rubber grips comes with the manual and gun lock for sale by mid star firearms llc on gunsamerica 961811379, beretta al391 teknys gold sporting for sale gunsamerica - description this beretta al 391 teknys gold sporting is a semi auto 12 gauge shotgun it has a two tone finish and a 30 vented ribbed barrel with 5 removable chokes tubes this new shotgun comes with a 5 choke tube set 2 recoil pads gold trigger blue enamel stock receiver inserts stock shims sling mounts manual and a hard case, safe and effective dry fire training at home 2019 pew - travis pike is a marine infantry veteran firearms enthusiast and nra certified instructor he s a lifelong shooter who just happened to be mediocre enough with a gun and a keyboard to combine the two and write, list of handgun cartridges wikipedia - other cartridges used in repeating handguns although not originally designed for handguns several rifle and shotgun cartridges have also been chambered in a number of large handguns primarily in revolvers like the Phelps heritage revolver century arms revolver thompson centre contender break open pistol magnum research bfr and the pfeifer zeliska revolvers
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